Women Moving Out of Poverty

USACOR, CaCOR, Argentine COR,

Scandinavia House 37th and Park Av., Wednesday March 11. Lunch at 11:30-1. Program 1-5.

The First meeting of women and men members of Club of Rome and its national associations caring about women’s Issues was in Mexico City in September. The decision was made to re-assemble at the United Nations meetings of ECOsoc and UNIFEM to continue analyses onward.

11:30-12:45 Lunch at Scandinavia House ground floor restaurant. RSVP.

1:00. The value of the United Nations Meeting at Mexico City and Beijing Platform. Michaela Walsh and others who were at the meeting.

1:25. Ceremony Honoring the planks in the Being Platform.

1:40 A result of bringing Women out of Poverty from the founding of Women’s World Bank. Michaela Walsh.

2:00 The Partnership for Productivity Method (Andrew Oerke) of bringing women economic improvement.

2:15. One Green Solution for training women to sequester carbon while they